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ABSTRACT
Researchers have shown that journalists want a higher degree of journalistic autonomy. This study argues economic interests of media owners are enhanced by supporting the journalistic call for freedom, particularly through improvements in the productivity, creativity and reliability of media products. Building on existing research and theory from different academic traditions, the author analyzes the basic conflict between journalistic values and business goals.

I. INTRODUCTION
Freedom in the U.S. is seen as a foundation for economic growth, and history has so far proven that assumption right. Nowhere is the living standard higher than in countries with freedom of speech and the right to compete. When it comes to freedom of the press, the U.S. has very actively advocated freedom in international organisations such as UNESCO (Nordenstreng and Hannikainen, 1984). Organizations representing journalists and editors refer traditionally to the important role of a free press in a democracy.

However, editors have increasingly felt the pressure from Wall Street analysts who expect media to turn out good revenue and care less about journalistic values. This in return has lead media management to treat news as a commercial product like any other. As a result, journalists are often expected to support special interests of their companies (Rosenstiel et al, 2001) rather than to serve the public.

In this study journalistic autonomy will be defined as the freedom of journalists to select, research and tell stories in accordance with professional ethics and values such as integrity, truth, fairness and honesty and in harmony with their personal values and ethics. The purpose of this article is to examine the fundamental conflict between journalistic values and economic values in the media in hope to find Aristotle’s golden mean for the benefit of the journalist profession as well as the media owners.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Gardner et al (2001) interviewed more than 100 journalists, primarily well-known figures, who had been nominated by other experts in the domain. Morality and ethics plays an important role in good work, supporting the fulfillment of individual potential and simultaneously contributes to the harmonious growth of others. Among the journalists, half spontaneously expressed a primarily commitment to informing the public about events important for their lives, and 92% talked about the importance of traditional journalistic standards such as truth, fairness and avoiding conflict of interests. But more than 60% of all participants perceived a decline in professional values and ethics and were pessimistic about
the state of journalism because of a growing demand to comply with the business 
goals of the news industry.

Northwestern University’s Readership Institute (2000) reported an 
Organizational Culture Inventory completed by nearly 5,500 employees at 90 
newspapers. Similar to the findings above, less than half the employees felt that 
their newspaper’s culture helped them achieve or provided opportunities for self-
actualization. Many felt the newspaper culture failed to reward success but 
punished mistakes. As a result many employees tried to avoid mistakes, and were 
unwilling to take decisions or to take a risk in solving a problem.

Linsky (1997) interviewed 14 top media managers and found these leaders 
wanted to secure the stockholders a high return and at the same time create a 
culture where journalists could develop. However they felt that journalists were 
negative towards changes, especially if they involved sacrificing traditional 
values. Linsky wrote about the leaders:

Their cynicism towards their own employees mirrors their reporters’ attitude 
towards them, and suggests that neither perspective is even heard by the 
other….The gap between them is huge.

III. CONCEPTS OF NEWS

Part of the conflict described in the research mentioned above has to do with 
the four different ways in which news traditionally is viewed:

1. News is any person’s expression in any media including homepages on the 
Internet and papers distributed by clubs, churches, schools, etc., and they have no 
broader public responsibility. Liberals emphasize equal freedom for all citizens to 
participate in the exchange of ideas (Mill, 1859; Gardner, 2001, pp. 194-201)

2. News is a commercial product, which can be freely produced and sold. 
The media contribute to public welfare when they pursue their own self-interests, 
and they have no special responsibilities to society. Capitalists accept 
centralization of influential media in conglomerates that control the flow of news 
worldwide (Friedman, 1982; McChesney, 1999; Grossman, 2000).

3. News is a necessary provider of information, a mediator of democratic 
debate and a critical watchdog for democracy, which means that the media must 
be free from serving other interests and cannot be controlled by the government. 
The media may be granted certain rights such as access to public officials and the 
right to keep sources anonymous, and they in return are expected to be 
responsible to democracy and to the society as a whole (Hutchins Commission, 

4. News is a public resource of strategic importance and may be used by the 
government to help develop society, such as in some third world 
 countries (Lenin, 1972; Nordenstreng and Hannikainen, 1984). A similar 
viewpoint is represented by so-called “public” journalism, where representatives 
of the public may assume authority for selecting and framing the news, and where 
media are supposed to advocate for social actions and reinforce community 
solidarity (Gardner, 2001).
The following figure (inspired by Merrill, 1974) shows the relative freedom of journalists, as it is seen in the media ideologies mentioned above, and the relationship to fundamental political and economic philosophies. The dotted line illustrates the conflict between traditional journalistic values and those values enforced by market-driven conglomerates.

**Figure 1**

*Free speech – equal opportunity to participate in democratic debates and exchange of ideas.*

As research has shown, journalists are increasingly frustrated because the ethics of their profession seem to lose in the permanent conflict with the interests of shareholders. Money has by nature no ethics, so if journalists will argue for journalistic autonomy from Wall Street, they must show that it will eventually lead to success. One term understood by the business community is productivity.

**IV. PRODUCTIVITY**

Productivity is the outcome divided with the costs. The outcome can be measured in qualitative as well as in quantitative terms:

$$\text{Productivity} = \frac{(\text{quality})(\text{quantity})}{(\text{cost})}$$

Quality means different things to different professions and to people in various societies. In the knowledge society of the 21st century, machines will do much of the work which laborers used to. Quiet a large part of the population is expected to have creative jobs, often with a high degree of autonomy (Jensen, 1999), and they will require news they can trust as a basis for their own business decisions and as a source of inspiration. Media managers need to envision how
they can use their core competences and journalistic values to serve this future market. According to the ideas of strategic management, what is needed is a creative and flexible planning (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994).

Creative solutions are best developed in the free exchange of ideas, and that requires a newsroom culture where journalists are willing to take risks when trying to solve a problem (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Creative people are individuals with their own unique visions. They are not other directed and they do not always behave they way others would like them. This was true with some of the best journalists in history: Daniel Defoe upset the establishment so much that he had to spend days in pillory (West, 1997); Benjamin Franklin ran away from home, which was illegal at that time (www.ushistory.org); Henry M. Stanley had no real friend for years in Africa but kept strong because of his mission (Stanley, 1909); and Nellie Bly did not behave like a women of her time (Douglas, 1999).

A recent example is reporter Saira Shah, who made the two documentaries “Beneath the Veil” and “Unholy War” shown several times on CNN in 2001. She worked under cover in Afghanistan, willing to risk her life for a mission she found important because she was an independent reporter. When journalists have the freedom to realize their own ideas the work is better, and it is good business, as Defoe, Franklin, Stanley, Bly, Shah and others all have proved.

Quantity is also affected by the way journalists view their job situation. The Readership Institute in its theoretical model says that if employees feel insecure about their job, if they are not sure what is expected and if they feel stress, the result is negative employee outcomes. On the other hand, if employees know what is expected, are motivated, feel satisfaction and plan to stay in their jobs it has a positive effect. Bottom line, journalists tend to produce more if they can use their energy on the work instead of trying to solve internal conflicts.

Finally, there is the relative prize. Many great leaders are motivated primarily by power (McClelland, 1976), but while journalists also want a good salary the best of them are often motivated by the work itself. As Gardner et al (2001) note:

Creative people are usually driven by curiosity and tend to be more intrinsically motivated...[T]he reason innovators are less concerned with money and power is that they get their reward directly from their work. They are satisfied by the excitement and wonder involved in the process of discovery – a fulfilment no amount of money can buy.

Gardner and his colleagues add that in periods where a profession cannot provide such opportunities, it tends to become less creative because young people become motivated only by financial gain or power rather than intellectual challenges, achievement and moral responsibility.

V. CONCLUSION

This article suggests, that there may be a golden mean between the seemingly conflicting values of the business and journalism traditions. That golden mean says working conditions that free journalists to do excellent creative, intellectual and moral work are good because such conditions seem to improve productivity.
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